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PE Automotive GmbH & Co. KG is further expanding its Aftermarket range.
To ensure that you never run out of compressed air, PE is now offering compressed air
tanks as a reasonably-priced solution.
In addition to the existing portfolio of compressed air tanks by the manufacturer
“Frauenthal Automotive” the PE product is the perfect alternative for the reasonably-priced
maintenance of trucks and trailers.
PE’s own product marketing will be launched on 27 May 2020.
The trusted PE brand quality ensures that this product boasts optimal braking power and
flawlessly functioning auxiliary consumers.
In the Truck & Trailer category, PE offers a large range of steel and aluminium tanks.
All products are manufactured in accordance with DIN EN 286-2 and meet the European
industrial standards that apply to compressed air tanks and auxiliary equipment in truck and
trailer vehicles.
This means that PE compressed air tanks are subject to the highest of quality standards
and are designed for durability, primarily thanks to their coating.
“By continually expanding our PE product range, we are offering our partners and
customers a huge choice of compressed air tanks and accessories” says Christian Salten,
Head of Product Management.
He continues: “Starting with applications for trucks to fit e.g. Scania, Volvo and Iveco, we
also sell standard tanks for the trailer“.
Available immediately ex works.
The 24-hour express delivery for popular models ensures an optimal supply and repair
service.

Find the product here:

compressedairtank.pe.de
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About PE Automotive GmbH & Co. KG

PE, based in Wuppertal, is one of the leading suppliers in the independent aftermarket for commercial vehicles.
With over 70 years of experience and expertise, the company sees itself as a mobility partner for fleet
and vehicle operators and garages.
The commercial vehicle spare parts programme by PE is based on the highest safety, quality and manufacturing
standards.
The countrywide and international network of PE trade partners ensures wide, reliable and fast distribution and
availability of PE spare parts.
Discerning independent and contract garages trust the company's garage-oriented product solutions for the
perfect repair and maintenance of tractor units and trailers.
An expert team of 160 heads works every day to efficiently meet the product and service requirements of
customers - and to optimise them sustainably.
PE Automotive GmbH & Co. KG is a member of the BPW Group.

Contact:
PE Automotive GmbH & Co. KG, Tanja Nelis – Head of Marketing
T: +49 202 94 798 170
E: tanja.nelis@pe.de
More information can be found at www.pe.de

About the BPW Group
The BPW Group researches, develops and manufactures everything needed to ensure that transport keeps
moving and is safe, illuminated, intelligent and digitally connected. With its brands BPW, Ermax, HBN, HESTAL
and idem telematics, the company group is a preferred system partner of the commercial vehicle industry
around the globe for running gear, brakes, lighting, fasteners and superstructure technology, telematics and
other key components for trucks, trailers and buses. The BPW Group offers comprehensive mobility services for
transport businesses, ranging from a global service network to spare parts supply and intelligent networking
of vehicles, drivers and freight. The owner-operated company group currently employs 7,350 staff in more
than 50 countries and achieved consolidated sales of 1.52 billion euros in 2018. www.bpw.de/en
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